HEAVY VEHICLE

SIMULATOR TRAINING
I SARTA’s $550,000 innovative world class Heavy Vehicle Simulator (HVSim)
is now available for training sessions for HV drivers i
I The HVSim, developed and built in Adelaide by world -

leaders in Simulation Training, Oktal SYDAC, is housed in a
purpose - built trailer by Aldom Engineering.

The HVSim was funded under grants of $350,000 from the
Commonwealth Government through the NHVR and
$100,000 from the SA Government through the Dept of
Infrastructure and Transport and Dept of Innovation and
Skills. The Industry through SARTA and the LRTASA have
funded the balance I

I Simulations currently available for Heavy rigid,
Semi Trailer, B - Double and Concrete Agitator are:
- SE Freeway Descent
- Rural Roads Driving
- Metropolitan Driving
- B - Double Reversing Simulation
- Test Track (for rollover avoidance training)

Sessions on the HVSim will help meet your HVNL
responsibilities, as far as reasonably practicable,
ensuring the safety of your transport activities, your
drivers (including assessing prospective drivers) and
protecting your equipment I

I All HVSim fees will be redirected to the project to assist with development of new simulations under discussion
between SARTA and LRTASA (cost is $5,000 per km) including on problematic routes and industry HVSim
research initiatives, such as fatigue management and driver distraction projects I

I INTRODUCTORY rates for SARTA and LRTASA Members until october I
Introductory Offer until the end of September 2021 for informal sessions in which the

driver undergoes a 30 minute session on the simulation(s) of choice. SARTA issues a
Certificate recording the driver ‘s details, date and simulation(s) undertaken :

MEMBERS (SARTA/LRTASA) $50.00

Non - Members $75.00

I full rates - from October 2021 I
Informal 30 minute sessions, including a certificate recording the driver name, date and simulation(s) undertaken :

MEMBERS (SARTA/LRTASA) $120.00

Non - Members $150.00

HVSim Sessions that are conducted as part of formal HV Training sessions by an RTO, will be charged as part of the
RTO ’s fees under arrangement with SARTA

bookings

To BOOK a HVSim Session, or to simply find out more, contact SARTA on:

08 8445 8177

sarta@sarta.org.au

